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INTRODUCTION
EBMCH1,  EBCRP1  and  EBGEN1  are  Lotus  123  worksheets  designed  for  the
generation  of  farm  enterprise  budgets.  These  spreadsheets  will  work  with
either  version  1A  or  version  2  of  Lotus  123.  With  version  1A,  the  memory
requirement  is  256  kilobytes  -- 320  kilobytes  are  necessary with version  2.
EBMCH1  calculates machine costs  and generates a machine cost  report.  It also
creates  a  database  of  per  hour  costs  which may  be  used by  enterprise  budget
worksheets  EBCRP1 and EBGEN1.  One  EBCRP1 or EBGEN1 worksheet  is  used for each
enterprise  to  be  budgeted  --  EBCRP1  for  crops  and  EBGEN1  for  livestock  or
special  enterprises.  This  paper will  serve  as  a user's  guide  for  this  set  of
enterprise  budgeting  worksheets.  It  is  intended  for  users who  are  familiar
with  Lotus  123.  However,  only  the most  fundamental Lotus  123  operations  are
necessary to  use  the worksheets,  which have been automated through  the  use of
macros.
EBMCH1 is  a worksheet designed to perform machine cost calculations which
support  the  generation  of  enterprise  budgets.  One  EBMCH1  worksheet  will
contain data  for  a particular  set  of machinery  (for a specific  farm business,
for  example,  or simply a  set  of machines  for which  costs are  needed).  It may
be  desireable  to  have  different  EBMCH1 worksheet  files  for  different machine
sets.  Note, however,  that  at any one  time, machine  data from only one EBMCH1
worksheet  may  be  combined  into  a  particular  EBCRP1  or  EBGEN1  worksheet.
EBMCH1 has a capacity of up to 40 machines.  Ownership costs calculated  in the2
worksheet  include  annual  capital  recovery  cost,  taxes,  insurance,  housing,
total  annual  ownership  cost and ownership  cost per hour.  Calculated  operating
costs  include  accumulated  repair  costs,  repair  cost  per  hour,  fuel  and
lubrication  cost  per  hour,  and  total  fuel  lubrication  and  repair  cost  per
hour.  Computational  procedures  are  based  on  those  described  in  Farm
Management  by  Boehlje  and  Eidman  [Chapter  4].  A  printed  report  may  be
generated with a summary of per hour  costs  as well  as  detailed data and costs
for all machines.
EBCRP1  is  designed to  generate  crop enterprise budgets.  Costs  for  field
operations  rely  on  a data  range  of per  hour machine  ownership  and operating
costs  which  is  combined  from  EBMCH1.  The  machine  data  range  also  contains
machine  descriptions.  Machines-are  identified  by  machine  number.  EBCRP1
accommodates  up  to  16  field operations  -- each operation may use  up  to  three
machines.  From  one  to  three  products/receipts  and up  to  16  operating inputs
may be  included in  the budget.  Up  to  three  ownership costs may be entered in
addition  to  the  machine  ownership  costs  for  the  field  operations.  Fuel,
lubrication,  repair  and labor  costs  for  the  field operations  and interest on
operating expenses  are  also  calculated.  A numerical  code  is used to  identify
the months in which operating inputs  are purchased, when field operations take
place  and  when  products  are  sold  or  transferred  to  another  enterprise.
Enterprise  cash  flows  are  allocated  by month  as  indicated  by  this  code.  A
report can be  generated which includes all  of the budget data, field operation
costs, a cash/labor flow summary and a detailed enterprise budget.
EBGEN1  is  a  general  purpose  enterprise  budget  generator.  It  is
specifically  designed to  accommodate livestock enterprises,  however  it may be
used for  other enterprises,  also.  The  format of EBGEN1  is  similar  to  that of3
EBCRP1.  The  most notable  difference  is  that  the  field operations  section of
EBCRP1  has  been replaced with a more  general  table for calculating costs  and
labor  requirements  for  up  to  16  labor/machine  operations.  Also,  EBGEN1 will
accommodate from one  to  ten products/receipt  items  and has  a greater capacity
for receipt and operating input data.
EBMCH1
Worksheet Layout and User Data Requirements
The  layout  of  EBMCH1  is  depicted  in  Figure  1.  Pages  in  the  worksheet
"map"  are  pages  of  printed  output  which  make  up  the  machine  cost  report.
Output page  1 contains  general data  and a summary data range which is  used in
the  EBCRP1  and  EBGEN1  worksheets.  The  summary  data  include  machine  labels,
ownership  costs  per  hour,  and  fuel,  lubrication,  and  repair  costs  per  hour
which  are  combined  into  the  enterprise  budget worksheets.  Output pages  2.1
through  2.5  contain user-provided machine  data and  calculated machine  costs.
Parameters used in the machine cost calculations  are on pages 3.1  through 3.5.
All  cells  in  the  worksheets  are  protected  except  those  designated  for  user
data entries.  Specific  user data  requirements  are  described  in Tables  1 and
2.  Table 1 contains a list of general user data items and their ranges  in the
worksheet.  Data on output pages  2.1  through 2.5 describe  individual machines.
A  detailed  list of  machine data by range  is  given  in Table  2.  One  column is
used  for  each  machine:  column Q  for  machine  number  1 through  column  BD  for
machine number  40.  The user  data  ranges  given in Table  2 are  for  the  first
machine  (column Q).  The same descriptions  and row ranges apply for machines  2
through 40  in columns  R through BD, respectively.  Columns  N, 0 and P contain
line descriptions for worksheet Table V.  Row 7 contains machine numbers which4
identify  the  columns  of  Table  V.  While  entering  machine  data  it  will  be
useful to  use the /Worksheet Titles command to  "freeze" columns N, 0 and P and
row 7 on the  screen.
EBMCH1 Macros
Several macros have been written for  EBMCH1 to perform setup, calculation
and  report  printing  functions.  A  main  macro  initiates  several  menu-driven
worksheet  procedures.  The  main macro  is  evoked by pressing and holding  the
Alt key while  pressing the  A key.  The following menu items will then appear
at the  top of the  screen:
READY  GOTO  CALC/COPY  PRINT
A  menu  selection  within  a  macro  is  made  in  the  same -way general  Lotus  123
command  choices  are  made  -- by  moving  the  cursor  to  the  selected  item  and
pressing ENTER or by pressing the key of the first  letter in the selected menu
item.  If READY is  selected, the macros are  abandoned and Lotus returns  to  the
ready mode.  By selecting GOTO,  the user  is  prompted to  select a range in  the
worksheet  to  which  the  screen  will  be  moved.  If  CALC/COPY  is  selected,
machine  cost  calculations  are  performed and  certain user-provided labels  are
copied  as  needed  to  various  ranges  within  the  worksheet.  CALC/COPY  should
always  be  used  rather  than  manually  calculating  with  the  F9  function  key.
CALC/COPY  sets  the  necessary  recalculation  options  and  calculates  the
formulas.  Also,  the  copy  commands  executed  in this  macro are  necessary  for
both  report generating  purposes  and  to  properly  set  up data  ranges which are
combined  into  other  enterprise  budget worksheets.  Finally  a printed  report
may be  generated by selecting PRINT.  This  selection initiates a series  of NO
YES menu choices  to  select output  pages  for printing. The  choices are  offered5
for  Pages  1,  2.1  through  2.5,  and  3.n.  Machine  data,  costs  and  cost
parameters appear on the output pages  as follows:
Pages  2.1 and 3.1  Machine Numbers 1-8
Pages  2.2 and 3.2  Machine Numbers  9-16
Pages  2.3 and 3.3  Machine Numbers  17-24
Pages  2.4 and 3.4  Machine Numbers  25-32
Pages  2.5  and 3.5  Machine Numbers  33-40
If  page  "3.n"  is  selected  for  printing,  3.01  will  be  printed  if  2.01  was
printed,  3.02  will  be  printed  if  2.02  was  printed,  and  so  on  (page  3.n
contains  machine  cost  parameters).  Be  sure  to  execute  CALC/COPY  before
printing whenever user data have been changed.
EBCRP1 AND EBGEN1
Each  enterprise  will  be  budgeted  on  a  separate  worksheet.  Per  hour
machine  costs  are  combined  from  an  EBMCH1  worksheet  file  for  use  in machine
cost  calculations.  Most  crop enterprises  can be  effectively budgeted within
the  structure  of  EBCRP1.  For  livestock  and  some  other  enterprises,  EBGEN1
should be used.
Worksheet Layout
The  layouts  of EBCRP1  and EBGEN1 are  illustrated  in the maps  in Figures 2
and  3,  respectively.  The  pages  in  the  Figures  refer  to  pages  of  printed
output.  For  EBCRP1,  output  page  1 contains  the  enterprise budget.  Monthly
cash  and  labor  flows  'are summarized  on  output  page  2.  Product/receipt,6
operating input  and machine  cost data are  on output  page  3.  Output pages  4.1
and 4.2  contain operations  data  and costs.  The  contents of  the  output  pages
in  EBGEN1 are basically the same  except Page  3.2 has been added for additional
product/receipt and operating input data.
User Data Requirements
The  numerical  coding scheme  used  in  EBCRP1  and  EBGEN1  to  allocate  cash
and  labor by month  is  organized as  follows.  Numbers 1, 2, ... , 12  correspond
to  Jan, Feb,  ... , Dec  in  the year  in which the  crop  is  produced.  For  field
operations and input purchases scheduled in the previous calender year, use  -1
through  -12  for  Jan  through  Dec,  respectively.  Crop  sales  may  occur  in  1
through 12 or the next calender year -- use code numbers  13  through 24  for Jan
through Dec  in  the  year  following production.  If a zero  (0) is  entered, the
corresponding item will not be used in the  cash/labor flow, but will appear as
an  item  in  the  budget.  Table  3  contains  a  summary  of  the  numerical  month
codes.
Specific  receipt  and  operating input  items  in  the  budget are  identified
by number  -- 1-3  for receipts  (1-10  in EBGEN1) and 21-36  for operating inputs.
Each  item  in  the  budget  may  represent  one  or  more  product  receipts  or
operating input purchases.  The value  and quantity  in  the budget  is  the  total
of  all  receipts  or  purchases  for  that  item.  The  price  is  calculated  as  the
total value divided by  the  total  quantity.  Therefore,  if  more than one  entry
is  made  for  a particular  item,  the price  in  the budget  is  a weighted average
price.  If  it  is  desirable  to  have  more  specific  results  in  the  budget,  a
particular product or  input may be entered as  two  or more budget items.
Interest  cost  on  operating  expenses  is  calculated  internally.  Fuel,7
lubrication and repair costs, operating input costs  and receipts are allocated
to  the  table on output page 2.  The compounded cash balance is  calculated each
month through  the month of the last product receipt or  input purchase.  If  the
compounded balance becomes positive,  no  interest  is  compounded  in that  month.
Interest  expense  is calculated as receipts minus fuel, lubrication, repair and
operating  input  costs  and  the  ending  compounded  cash balance.  NOTE:  Labor
costs  for operations  are not  included in the monthly cash flow calculations.
The specific data requirements  for EBCRP1  are given in Tables  4, 5 and 6.
Tables  4  and  5  describe  the  data  requirements  and  their  ranges  for  output
pages 1 and 3, respectively.  Field operation data requirements  (output pages
4.1  and 4.2)  are  described  in  Table 6.  The  data requirements  for EBGEN1 are
given in Tables 7, 8 and 9.  Tables 7 and 8 describe  the data requirements and
their  ranges  for  output  pages  1,  3.1  and  3.2.  Labor/machine operation data
requirements  (output pages 4.1 and 4.2)  are described in Table 9.
EBCRP1 and EBGEN1 Macros
Several  Lotus  123  macros  are  used  to  perform  setup,  calculation  and
report printing functions.  All  of the  macros  are  executed by first evoking a
main macro  (press and hold the Alt  key and press  the A key).  When macro A is
evoked, the  following menu items will appear on the  screen:
READY  GOTO  MDATA  CALC/COPY  PRINT
One  of  the  menu  items  is  selected by pressing the  key of the  first  letter  in
the  selected  item  or  by moving  the  cursor  to  the  selected  item  and pressing
the  ENTER  key.  If  READY  is  selected,  execution  of  the  macros  stops  and  the8
user  is  returned to  the  ready mode.  GOTO can be  used to  move  the screen to a
page  within  the  worksheet  of  the  user's  choice.  MDATA leads  to  a  series of
commands  to  combine machine  cost data from an EBMCH worksheet.  When MDATA  is
chosen,  the  user  is  prompted  to  ready  the  disk  containing  the  appropriate
machine  cost worksheet  file.  Then, the  user  is  prompted to enter  the name of
the machine cost worksheet file.  If  the  file  is  not on a disk in the default
drive  (usually b),  the  drive  must  be  indicated  (e.g.  d:filename).  Then the
machine  data  will  be  combined  into  the  EBCRP1  or  EBGEN1  worksheet.  The
current  (system) date  is written on output page 3 (3.1 for EBGEN1),  along with
the machine cost data as a record of when the  machine data were combined.
If CALC/COPY  is  selected, copy commands  are  used  to  copy  user-provided
labels  throughout the worksheet.  In EBCRP1, machine  labels are matched to  the
operations which use  them.  Also,  the  worksheet  formulas  are  calculated when
this  macro  selection  is  made.  Enterprise  costs  can  be  calculated  in  the
conventional  manner  (i.e.  by  pressing  the  calc  key  -- F9).  However,  user
provided  labels  in  the  worksheet  and  the machine  labels will not be properly
entered unless  CALC/COPY  is  used.  When  this menu choice  is  made, data query
commands  are  used  to  match  machine  labels  to  the  field  operations  (EBCRP1
only) and the proper calculation mode  is  set before the calculation command is
executed.
By  selecting  PRINT,  the  user  evokes  a series  of  NO YES  menu choices  to
indicate  which pages  of  the  enterprise budget  report  should be  printed.  The
contents of the  report pages  are  as  follows:
Page 1  Enterprise Budget
Page 2  Cash and Labor Flows by Month9
Page  3  Operating Input, Product Receipt and Machine
Cost Data Pages  3.1 and 3.2  in EBGEN1)
Page 4.1 Field Operation Data and Costs, Operations 1-8
Page 4.2 Field Operation Data and Costs, Operations  9-16
For  more  detail  on  the  contents  of  the  EBCRP1  and  EBGEN1  enterprise  budget
reports,  see the  sample reports  in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.
SUMMARY
The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  document  the  design  and  use  of  three
Lotus  123 worksheets designed for generating enterprise budgets.  The paper is
intended  for  experienced  users  of  Lotus  123,  however,  only  the  most  basic
skills  are  necessary.  More  advanced Lotus  123  users  may want  to  modify  or
expand  the  contents  of  these  worksheets.  However, before  such modifications
are  attempted,  one  should  become  familiar  with  the  internal  logic  of  the
worksheets by closely examining the  formulas and macros.
Appendices  A,  B  and  C  contain  printed  output  from  EBMCH1,  EBCRP1  and
EBGEN1,  respectively.  The  output  show  data  and  results  for  a hypothetical
machinery  set,  a crop  enterprise  and  a livestock  enterprise.  Users may want
to  learn the organization of the worksheets by examining the output  along with
the maps  in Figures 1, 2 and 3.10
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Figure 2:  Map of EBCRP1.12
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Figure 3:  Map of EBGEN1.13
Table  1:  EBMCH1 User Data, Output Page  1.
Range(s)  Description....................
E2  Machine  Set  Title:  Enter  a  label  of  up  to  60  characters  to
describe  the  current  set  of  machinery.  Use  the  single  quote
(left justification) label prefix.
E3  Current Worksheet File  Name:  Enter  the  file name  of the  current
EBMCH worksheet  (for  reference purposes  only).
F7  Nominal  Annual  Interest Rate:  Enter  the nominal annual  interest
rate (used in the calculation of the  real rate).
F8  Annual  Inflation Rate:  Enter the  annual  rate  of inflation (used
in the calculation of the real  rate of interest).
Fll,F12,F13  Unit  Fuel  Prices:  Enter  the  per  unit prices  of  gasoline  (type
1),  diesel  fuel  (type 2) and LP gas  (type  3),  respectively.
F14  Lubrication Cost  as  a Percentage of Fuel  Cost:  Enter percentage
to  be  applied  to  fuel  cost per  hour  in  estimating  lubrication
cost per hour.
B18.F55  Notes  and  Assumptions:  Enter  text  to  document  any  relevant
information about the current worksheet, especially assumptions,
data sources  or modifications of the  original EBMCH1 worksheet.14
Table  2:  EBMCH1 User Data, Output Pages  2.1 Through 2.5.
Range(s)  Description....................
Q8.Q9  Machine Description:  Enter one  or  two character strings of up to
nine  characters  each  to  describe  the  machine. Right  justify by
using the  " character prefix.
Qll  Total Useful Life,  Years:  Enter  the  total useful  life  in years.
For  machines  purchased  used, this  should  include  years  of  use
before purchase.
Q12  Annual Use, Hours:  Enter average annual use in hours.
Q14  Prior Use, Years:  For machines  purchased used, enter age of  the
machine when purchased.  Otherwise, enter zero.
Q15  Prior Accumulated Use, Hours:  For machines purchased used, enter
hr. of use prior to purchase.  For machines  purchased new, enter
zero.
Q18  Remaining  Value  Category:  Enter  the  remaining  value  category
(1-4);  (see Table 4.3,  p. 141,  Boehlje and  Eidman).  If ASAE
equations  are not  to  be used, enter salvage value  as minus  the
appropriate proportion  of  the  list  price  (the minus sign  is
not  used  in  the  calculation  but  indicates  that  the  user  is
over-riding the ASAE equations).
Q20  Repair  Cost  Category:  Enter  the  repair  cost  category  (1-12);
(see Tables  4.2  and  4.5,  p.  140  and  148,  Boehlje  and  Eidman).
If  ASAE  equation  is  not  to  be  used,  enter  accumulated  repair
cost  as  minus  the  appropriate  proportion  of  the  list  price
(minus  sign  is  not  used  in  the  calculation but  indicates  that
the user is  over-riding the ASAE equation).
Q22  Fuel  Type:  Enter  1  for  gasoline,  2  for  diesel  fuel,  or  3 for
liquid  propane.  See  page  146  of  Boehlje  and  Eidman  for  fuel
consumption  equations.  If  equation  is  to  be  over-ridden  (see
PTO HP, Q24),  type will identify the appropriate  fuel price.
Q24  PTO  or  Engine  Horsepower:  Enter  the  horsepower  of  the  machine
for  use  in  the  fuel  consumption  equations.  To  over-ride  the
equations, enter minus fuel consumption in gallons per hour.
Q26  List Price:  Enter  the list price  of the machine.
Q27  Purchase Price:  Enter the purchase price of the machine.
Q29,Q30,Q31  Taxes,  Insurance  and Housing as  Percent  of  List:  Enter each  of
these  annual  ownership costs  as  a percent of the  machine's  list
price.15
Table  3:  Numerical Codes  for  Identifying  the  Months  of  Operations,  Operating Input  Purchases and Product  Sales  in EBCRP1 and EBGEN1.
Field  Input  Product Year  Month  Code  Operations  Purchases  Receipts
Prior Year  ..........  Jan  -1  X  X
Feb  -2  X  X
Mar  -3  X  X
Apr  -4  X  X
May  -5  X  X
Jun  -6  X  X
Jul  -7  X  X
Aug  -8  X  X
Sep  -9  X  X
Oct  -10  X  X
Nov  -11  X  X
Dec  -12  X  X Year of Production...  Jan  1  X  X  X Feb  2  X  X  X Mar  3  X  X  X Apr  4  X  X  X May  5  X  X  X Jun  6  X  X  X Jul  7  X  X  X
Aug  8  X  X  X Sep  9  X  X  X Oct  10  X  X  X Nov  11  X  X  X Dec  12  X  X  X Following Year.......  Jan  13  X
Feb  14  X
Mar  15  X
Apr  16  X
May  17  X
Jun  18  X
Jul  19  X
Aug  20  X
Sep  21  X
Oct  22  X
Nov  23  X
Dec  24  X16
Table  4:  EBCRP1 User Data, Output Page 1.
Range(s)  Description....................
E2  Enterprise Title:  Enter text  to  identify the budgeted enterprise
(up to 40 characters,  all entered in the  cell indicated).
E3  File  Name:  Enter the  current wks  file  name.  (Used for  reference
purposes only.)
E9.Ell  Product Labels:  Enter  text  to  describe each product.  The  label
range allows  for up to  40 characters  for each label.
19.111  Product  Units:  Enter  label  to  identify  the  units  (e.g. labels
"LB",  "BU",  etc)  in  which price  and  quantity  data  are  given.
Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
E15.E30  Operating  Input  Label:  Enter  text  to  describe  each  input.  The
label range  allows for up to 40 characters  for each label.
115.I30  Operating  Input  Unit Labels:  Enter  label  to  identify  the  units
(e.g. Unit  Labels  "LB",  "AC",  etc)  in  which price  and  quantity
data are given. Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
J32  Labor Wage:  Enter wage  in dollars per hour.
J33  Annual  Interest:  Enter the  annual  interest  rate  to  be  used for
calculating interest on operating costs.
E39.E41  Ownership  Cost  Descriptions:  Enter  text  to  describe  up  to  3
ownership cost items  for  the budget.  The  label range allows  for
up to 40 characters for  each label.
139.141  Ownership Cost Unit Labels:  Enter labels  to  identify  the  units
("AC",  etc)  in  which  price/cost  and  quantity  data  are  given.
Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
J39.J41  Unit  Prices/Costs:  Enter  the  price/cost  per  unit  for  each
ownership cost.
K39.K41  Quantities:  Enter the quantity per budget unit.
B49.L51  Budget  Footnote:  Enter  text  of  the  footnote  for  the  enterprise
budget.17
Table  5:  EBCRP1 Product and Operating Input Data, Output Page  3.
Range(s)*  Description....................
Z10  Item Number:  Enter  the  item number  for  the  entry on this  line.
Must  correspond  to  the  item  number  in  the  enterprise  budget,
output page  1, column D.
AA10  Month of  Purchase/Sale:  Enter  the  code number  for  the  month  in
which  the  input  item  is  purchased  or  the  product  is  sold  (see
month codes  in Table 1).
AB10  Price:  Enter  the per unit price for  the  input/product.
AC10  Quantity:  Enter the number of units purchased/sold.
*Enter  one  line  for  each  input  purchase  or  product  receipt.  Order  is
arbitrary.  The  ranges  given here  are  for  the  first  entry on  line  10.  MORE
THAN ONE ENTRY MAY BE MADE FOR EACH ITEM IN THE BUDGET.18
Table  6:  EBCRP1 User Data, Output Pages 4.1  and 4.2.
Range(s)*  Description....................
E68.E70  Operation  Description:  Enter  one  to  three  character  strings  of
up  to  nine  characters  each  to  describe  the  machine.  Right
justify each by using the  " character prefix.
E72,E73,E74  Machine  Numbers:  Enter  the  machine  numbers of up  to  3 machines
used for the operation.  The machine number should correspond to
that in the associated EBMCH worksheet and MDATA range on output
page 3.
E85  Month  of  Operation:  Enter  the  numerical  month  code  for  the
month  in which  the  operation  is  scheduled  (see  description  of
month codes on page  three).
E87.E89  Field Rate Data:  Enter  the  machine width  (ft),  speed  (mph),  and
efficiency, respectively, for the operation.
E93.E95  Hours  Per Field Hour:  Enter the number  of hours of use per hour
of  operation  for  machines  A,  B  and  C,  respectively.  (Usually
1.0).
E97  Labor  Hours  Per  Field  Hour:  Enter  the  number  of  labor  hours
required per hour of operation.
E99  Times  Over:  Enter  the  number  of  times  the  operation  is  to  be
performed.
Ranges  given are  for  field  operation number  1  (Column E).  Enter data  for
operations  2  through  16  in  the  same  row  ranges  in  columns  F  through  T,
respectively.19
Table 7:  EBGEN1 User Data, Output Page  1.
Range(s)  Description....................
E2  Enterprise Title:  Enter text  to  identify the budgeted enterprise
(up to  60  characters, all entered in the cell indicated).
E3  File Name:  Enter  the  current wks  file name.  (Used for  reference
purposes only.)
E9.E18  Product  Labels:  Enter  text  to  describe  each product.  The  label
range allows for up  to 40 characters  for each label.
19.118  Product  Units:  Enter  label  to  identify  the  units  (e.g.  labels
"LB",  "BU",  etc)  in  which  price  and  quantity  data  are  given.
Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
E22.E37  Operating  Input  Label:  Enter  text  to  describe  each  input.  The
label range allows  for up  to 40 characters for each label.
122.137  Operating  Input  Unit  Labels:  Enter  label  to  identify  the  units
(e.g. Unit  Labels  "LB",  "AC",  etc)  in which price  and  quantity
data are given. Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
J39  Labor Wage:  Enter wage  in dollars per hour.
J40  Annual  Interest:  Enter  the  annual  interest  rate  to  be  used  for
calculating interest on operating costs.
E46.E48  Ownership  Cost  Descriptions:  Enter  text  to  describe  up  to  3
ownership cost items  for  the budget.  The  label range  allows for
up to 40 characters for each label.
I46.I48  Ownership Cost Unit Labels:  Enter labels  to  identify  the  units
("AC",  etc)  in  which  price/cost  and  quantity  data  are  given.
Right justify by using the  " label prefix.
J46.J48  Unit  Prices/Costs:  Enter  the  price/cost  per  unit  for  each
ownership cost.
K46.K48  Quantities:  Enter the  quantity per budget unit.
B56.L58  Budget Footnote:  Enter  the text of the budget footnote.20
Table  8:  EBGEN1  Product and Operating Input Data, Output Pages  3.1 and 3.2.
Range(s)  Description....................
Z10  Item Number:  Enter  the  item number  for  the  entry on  this  line.
Must  correspond  to  the  item  number  in  the  enterprise  budget,
output page  1, column D.
AA10  Month of Purchase/Sale:  Enter  the  code  number  for  the  month  in
which the  input  item  is  purchased  or  the  product  is  sold  (see
month codes  in Table 1).
AB10  Price:  Enter the per unit price for  the  input/product.
AC10  Quantity:  Enter the number of units purchased/sold.
Enter  one  line  for  each  input  purchase  or  product  receipt.  Order  is
arbitrary.  The ranges  given here are  for  the  first  entry on line  10 of Table
I  (Z10.AC56).  If  needed,  additional  entries  may  be  made  using  Table  III
(AL10.A056,  on output page  3.2)  and Table  IV  (AR10.AU56, also  on output page
3.2).  MORE THAN ONE ENTRY MAY BE MADE FOR EACH ITEM IN THE BUDGET.21
Table  9:  EBGEN1 User Data, Output Pages 4.1  and 4.2.
Range(s)*  Description....................
E68.E70  Operation  Description:  Enter  one  to  three  character  strings of
up  to  nine  characters  each  to  describe  the  machine.  Right
justify each by using the  " character prefix.
E72.E74  Machine  Numbers:  Enter  the  machine numbers  of up  to  3 machines
used for  the operation.  The machine number should correspond to
that  in  the associated EBMCH worksheet and MDATA range on output
page 4.
E78  Use Units  Label:  Enter  a label  to  identify  the  units  in  which
use  is measured.
E79  Machine Hours  Per Use:  Enter  the hours  of machine  time  required
for each use of the operation.
E80  Labor Hours Per Use:  Enter the hours of labor required per use.
E82  Other Costs Per Use, Ownership:  Enter ownership costs per use  in
addition to  those identified for the numbered machines.
E83  Other Costs Per Use, Operating:  Enter operating costs per use  in
addition  to  fuel,  lubrication  and  repairs  for  the  numbered
machines.
E88.E99  Use  Units  By  Month:  Enter  the  use  units  in each  of  the  months
(here for  the year prior to  the  "year of production").
ElO.E112  Use  Units  By  Month, Continued:  Enter  the  use  units  in each  of
the months  (here for the  "year of production").
Ranges  given  are  for  labor/machine  operation number  1  (Column  E).  Enter
data  for  operations  2 through  16  in  the  same  row ranges  in columns  F through
T, respectively.22
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MACHINE  SET  TITLE  -------- DCENA  N  MPLE
CURRENT WORKSHEET FILE NAME  - EBMHL.WKS  PAGE  03-Jul-86
I.  GENERAL  DATA:  III.  MACHINE  LABEL  AND  COST  ITA RANGE:  MDATA
NINAL  ANNUAL  INTREST  RATE  ----------  12.00% 
ANNUAL  INFLATI  RATE  ----------------  4.50%
REAL  ANNUAL  INTEREST  RATE  -------------  7.18%AVERAE  AVER UNIT FUEL PRICES 
COPERATING  CNERSHIP
TYW  1,  CAMLIENE  -- 1.05OST 
COST TYPE 1,  G  LINE --  1.050  MAHENE  MAINE  MAHINE  PER  PER TYPE 2,  DIESEL ----  0.950  NBER  LABEL 1  LABEL 2  HOUR  HOUR TYPE 3,  LP --------  0.650 LUBRICICAON COST  AS PCT OF  FUEL COST  - 15.00%  11  12  flr  oc
0  --  --  0.000  0.000 II.  NOTES  AND  ASSUMpnONS:  0  "  0.000  0.000 II.  1NOTES  AND  ASS-UMPTCNS:  1  60 HP  TRAC5IR  5.364  9.521
2  75 HP  'TRACICR  4.997  13.035
3  120 HP  IRAC/IR  7.692  33.088 REPLACEMENT  COST DAA:  BENSCN, FRED J.  AND KAREN  4  MB PLW  6-16  3.161  31.493 E.  GENSMER,  "MmINNES0A  FARM MAcHINERY EOCNCMIC  5  CHISEL  PLOW 15'  1.639  6.631 COST ESTIMATES FOR 1986", AG-FO-2308, MINNESOTA  6  DISK  21'  3.697  36.832 EXENSION SERVICE, UNIVERSITY OF  MINNESOTA.  7  FLD  aCL  18'  1.139  11.347
8  PLANTER  8-30  12.596  63.009
9  GRAIN  DRILL 14'  4.887  24.445
10  CUL  8-30  1.402  13.973
11  ROTARY  HOE  16'  0.883  8.798
12 MT SPRAYER  30'  1.917  9.591
13  ROTARY  MWER  0.617  11.321
14  CCMBINE  MED  25.611  89.389
15 SML  GRAIN  HEAD 12'  2.121  21.595
16 OCRN HEAD  4-30  4.274  24.666
17  HAY  WAGON  0.000  6.314
18  FURAGE WAGON 14'  1.880  9.959
19  GRINDER  MIXER  4.480  21.738
20  GRDRYER  &  AGERS  17.533  39.734
21  LOADER  --  0.476  4.177
22  MANURE  SPREADER  0.665  5.834
23  GRAVITY  WAGON  0.000  2.017
24  SP TOOIH  DRAG  1.290  12.847
25  IRUCK  MED  10.300  30.606
26  IRUCK  3/4 TCN  6.178  9.602
27  AUIO  50% BUSN  3.236  4.978
28  - 0.000  0.000
29  - 0.000  0.000
30  - 0.000  0.000
31  - - 0.000  0.000
32  - 0.000  0.000
33  - 0.000  0.000
34  - - 0.000  0.000
35  - - 0.000  0.000
36  - 0.000  0.000
37  - 0.000  0.000
38  - 0.000  0.000
39  - 0.000  0.000
40  --  0.000  0.000 _J-  - efh  i;'Appendix  A:  EBMCH1  Output  - A2  -
bmnchl
MACHINE  SET TITLE ----------- DCMEN  N  EXAMPLE  PAGE  2.1
CURRENT WORKSHEET FILE NAME  - EBMC1.WKS  03-Jul-86
IV.  MACHINE  DATA  AND  COSTS:
MACHINE  NUMBER --------------  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
MACHINE  DESCRIPTION ----------  60 HP  75  HP  120  HP  MB  PLOW  CHISEL  DISK  FIELD  PLANTER
---  TRACR  R  A  R  ACItR  6-16  PLOW  15'  21'  CULT  18'  8-30
TOTAL USEFUL  LIFE, YEARS  -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
ANNUAL  USE,  HOURS  -----------  300  300  200  50  100  50  50  50
FOR  MACHINES  PURCHASED  USED...
PRICR USE,  YEARS  --------  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRICR  ACOXM  USE,  HOURS --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
ASAE  E  TICN  CATEGRIES ......  c  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
REMAINING  VAUIE  (1-4)  ---  1  1  1  4  4  4  4  4
c  c  c  C  c  C  C  C
REPAIR  COST  (1-12)  ------  2  2  2  12  12  12  12  10
c  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
FUEL  TYPE  (1-3)  ---------  1  2  2  0  0  0  0  0
PFO CR ENGINE  HRSEWER  -----  60  75  120  0  0  0  0  0
LIST PRICE  -------------------  20332.0  27837.0  47107.0  10688.0  4501.0  12500.0  3851.0  21384.0
PURCHASE  PRICE --------------  20332.0  27837.0  47107.0  10688.0  4501.0  12500.0  3851.0  21384.0
COST  AS  PCT OF  AVE  INVESIMENT.
ANNUAL  TAXES  ----------  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  --------  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%
ANNUAL  HOUSING ----------  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%
YEARS  OWNED  --------  ------  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
SALVAGE VALUE --------------  6005.8  8222.6  13914.7  1890.1  796.0  2210.5  681.0  3781.6
ANNUAL  CAPITAL REVERY  COST - 2487.5  3405.7  5763.2  1398.5  589.0  1635.7  503.9  2798.1
AVERAGE  INVESMEN  ----------  13168.9  18029.8  30510.8  6289.0  2648.5  7355.3  2266.0  12582.8
ANNUAL  TAXES  -----------------  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  COST  --------  105.4  144.2  244.1  50.3  21.2  58.8  18.1  100.7
ANNUAL  HOUSING  COST  ----------  263.4  360.6  610.2  125.8  53.0  147.1  45.3  251.7
TAXES,INS,HOUSING  PER  YEAR  ---  368.7  504.8  854.3  176.1  74.2  205.9  63.4  352.3
TOTAL  ANNUAL  NERSHIP  COST --  2856.2  3910.5  6617.6  1574.6  663.1  1841.6  567.4  3150.5
TOTAL  WNERSHIP  COST  PER  HOUR  9.521  13.035  33.088  31.493  6.631  36.832  11.347  63.009
ACCUMULAED  HOURS ----------  3000  3000  2000  500  1000  500  500  500
ACCUMULATED  REPAIR  COST ------  3049.8  4175.6  3846.3  1580.5  1638.9  1848.5  569.5  6297.8
REPAIR  COST  PER HOUR  ---------  1.017  1.392  1.923  3.161  1.639  3.697  1.139  12.596
FUEL USE  PER  HOUR -----------  3.600  3.300  5.280  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL  COST  PER HUR ----------  3.780  3.135  5.016  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
UBRICATION  COST PER HUR  ----  0.567  0.470  0.752  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL,UBR,REPAIR  COST  PER HUR  5.364  4.997  7.692  3.161  1.639  3.697  1.139  12.596
n  -----  o-  ------  ---  v  --  s  ---  u-  -Appendix  A:  E  lM. Output  - A3  -
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MACHINE  SET TITLE  ----------  DOCMENA  N EAMPLE  PAGE  2.2
CURRENT  WRKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EBEHl.WKS  03-Ju1L86
IV.  MACHINE  DATA  AND  COSTS:
MACHINE  NMBER  ---------------  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16
MACHINE  DESCRIPTION  ----------  (AIN  CULT  ROTARY  MT  SPRAYER  ROARY  CMBINE  SML  RAIN  CORN  HEAD
--- DRILL 14'  8-30  HOE 16'  30'  M3WER  MED  HEAD  12'  4-30
TOTAL USEFUL LIFE, YEARS -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
ANNUAL USE,  URS -----------  50  50  50  50  25  125  50  75
FOR MACINES  URCHASED  USED...
PRIOR USE,  YEARS --------  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRIOR  ACCUM USE, HURS --  O0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
ASAE  ATICN CATIERIES ......  c  c  c  c  c  c  cc
REAINNG VALUE (1-4) ---  4  4  4  4  4  2  2  2
c  c  c  c  c  c  c  C
REPAIR COST (1-12) ------  10  12  12  10  11  3  7  7
c  c  c  c  c  c  c  c.
FUEL TYPE (1-3) ---------  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0
PFO  OR  ENGINE  HRSEPOWER  -----  0  0  0  0  135  0  0
LIST PRICE ------------------  8296.0  4742.0  2986.0  3255.0  1921.0  76194.0  7363.0  12615.0
PURCHASE  PRICE --------------  8296.0  4742.0  2986.0  3255.0  1921.0  76194.0  7363.0  12615.0
COST  AS  PCT OF  AVE INVES.MENT.
ANNUAL  TAXES  ----------  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
ANNUAL  INSURANCE--------  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%
ANNUAL  HOUSING  ----------  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%
YEARS  OWNED  ------------------  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
SALVAGE  VALUE ----------------  1467.1  838.6  528.0  575.6  339.7  14372.5  1388.9  2379.6
ANNUAL  CAPITAL  RECOVERY  COST  - 1085.5  620.5  390.7  425.9  251.4  9905.7  957.2  1640.0
AVEAGE INVESMENT ----------  4881.5  2790.3  1757.0  1915.3  1130.4  45283.3  4375.9  7497.3
ANNUAL  TAXES  ---------------  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL INSURANCE  COST  --------  39.1  22.3  14.1  15.3  9.0  362.3  35.0  60.0
ANNUAL  HOUSING  COST  ----------  97.6  55.8  35.1  38.3  22.6  905.7  87.5  149.9
TAXES,INS,HOUSING PER  YEAR ---  136.7  78.1  49.2  53.6  31.6  1267.9  122.5  209.9
TOTL A  AL OA  L  IERSHIP COST  --  1222.2  698.6  439.9  479.6  283.0  11173.6  1079.8  1849.9
TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST PER HOUR  24.445  13.973  8.798  9.591  11.321  89.389  21.595  24.666
ACCUMULATED HORS  -----------  500  500  500  500  250  1250  500  750
ACCUMULATED REPAIR COST ------  2443.3  701.2  441.6  958.6  154.2  23901.4  1060.6  3205.7
REPAIR COST PER  HOUR  ---------  4.887  1.402  0.883  1.917  0.617  19.121  2.121  4.274
FUEL  USE  PER  HOUR ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  5.940  0.000  0.000
FUEL COST  PER HOUR  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  5.643  0.000  0.000
LUBRICATION COST  PER  OUR ----  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.846  0.000  0.000
FUEL,UJBR,REPAIR  COST  PER HOUR  4.887  1.402  0.883  1.917  0.617  25.611  2.121  4.274
n  --  c  - --  P  - y-  - z  --  a:.  --  ab  - - ac  - --  ad  - --  ae  -fdAppendix  A:  EBMi  Output  - A4  -
MACHINE  SET TITLE  ----------  DOCUMENATICN  EXAMPLE  PAGE 2.3
CURRENT  KSHEET  FILE NAME - EBMfI1.WKS  03-Jul-86
IV.  MACHINE  A AND  COSTS:
MACHINE NBER  -------------  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24
MACHINE  DESCIP  N ----------  HAY  FCRAGE  GRINDER  GR IRYER  LOADER  MANURE  GRAVITY  SP  TOOTH
---  WTOCN  WCN  14'  MIXER  & AUGERS  --  SPREADER  WCN  DRAG
TUAL  USEFUL  LIFE, YEARS  -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
ANNUAL  USE,  HRS-----------  50  100  100  100  100  100  125  50
FOR  MACHINES  URCHASED  USED...
PRIOR  USE,  YEARS  --------  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRIOR ACXM  USE,  HRS  - 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
ASAE  EAIIN  CA  RIES ......  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
REMAINING  VALUE (1-4)  ---  4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4
C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C
REPAIR  COST  (1-12)  ------  0  8  5  5  4  4  0  12
c  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
FUEL TYPE (1-3)  ---------  0  0  0  3  0  0  0  0
FIO  OR ENGINE  HRSEWER -----  0  0  0  -12.5  0  0  0  0
LIST PRICE -------------------  2143.0  6760.0  14755.0  26970.0  2835.0  3960.0  1711.0  4360.0
PURCHASE  PRICE --------------  2143.0  6760.0  14755.0  26970.0  2835.0  3960.0  1711.0  4360.0
COST  AS  PCT OF  AVE  INVESMENT.
ANNUAL  TAXES  -----------  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  --------  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%
ANNUAL  HOUSING  ----------  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%
YEARS  O  D ------------------  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
SALVAGE  VALUE  ---------------  379.0  1195.4  2609.3  4769.4  501.3  700.3  302.6  771.0
ANNUAL  CAPITAL RECOVERY COST - 280.4  884.6  1930.7  3529.1  371.0  518.2  223.9  570.5
AVERAGE  INVESMNT  ----------  1261.0  3977.7  8682.1  15869.7  1668.2  2330.1  1006.8  2565.5
ANNUAL  TAXES  -----------------  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  COST  --------  10.1  31.8  69.5  127.0  13.3  18.6  8.1  20.5
ANNUAL  HOUSING  COST  ----------  25.2  79.6  173.6  317.4  33.4  46.6  20.1  51.3
TAXES,INS,HOUSING  PER YEAR  ---  35.3  111.4  243.1  444.4  46.7  65.2  28.2  71.8
TOTAL  ANNUAL  OWNERSHIP  COST  --  315.7  995.9  2173.8  3973.4  417.7  583.4  252.1  642.3
TOTAL  OWNERSHIP  COST  PER  HOUR  6.314  9.959  21.738  39.734  4.177  5.834  2.017  12.847
ACCUMULAED  HOURS  ----------  500  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1250  500
ACCUMULATED  REPAIR  COST  ------  0.0  1880.3  4480.2  8189.2  476.1  665.0  0.0  644.8
REPAIR  COST  PER  HOUR  ---------  0.000  1.880  4.480  8.189  0.476  0.665  0.000  1.290
FUEL USE  PER  HOUR  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  12.500  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL  COST  PER  HOUR  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  8.125  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
LUBRICATION  COST  PER  HOUR  ----  0.000  0.000  0.000  1.219  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL,  IBR,REPAIR  COST PER HOUR  0.000  1.880  4.480  17.533  0.476  0.665  0.000  1.290
.t  -- °  r  -- ah  - ai  - aj  a  - -- al-.  an  -Appendix  A:  EMnlH  Output  - A5 -
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MACHINE SET TITLE  ----------- DOCMENATN  EAMPLE  PAGE  2.4
CURRENT  WaRKSHEET FILE NAME  - EBMH1.WKS  03-Jul-86
IV.  MACHINE  DATA  AND  COSTS:
MACHINE  NUMBER --------------  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32
MACHINE  DESCRIPT IN  ----------  TRUCK  TRUCK  AUD  - - - -
---  MED  3/4  TON  50% KSN  - - -
TTAL  USEFUL  LIFE,  YEARS  -----  10  10  10  0  0  0  0  0
ANNUAL  USE,  HURS  ----------  125  200  150  0  0  0  0  0
FUR MAHINES PRASED USED...
PRIOR USE,  YEARS --------  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRIOR  ACOM  USE,  HURS  --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
ASAE  EQ3ATICN  CATERIES ......  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
REMAINING  VALUE  (1-4)  ---  -0.18  -0.17  -0.18  0  0  0  0  0
C  c  c  c  c  C  c  C
REPAIR  COST  (1-12)  -----  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  0  0  0  0  0
c  c  c  c  c  c  c  c
FUEL  TYPE (1-3)  ---------  2  2  1  0  0  0  0  0
PTO  OR ENGINE  HRSEPOWE  -----  171  115  40  0  0  0  0  0
LIST  PRICE  ----------------  26000.0  13000.0  5075.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
PURCHASE  PRICE -------------  26000.0  13000.0  5075.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
COST  AS  PCT OF  AVE  INVESIMENT.
ANNUAL  TAXES  ----------  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  --------  0.80%  0.80%  0.80%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
ANNUAL  HOUSING  ----------  2.00%  2.00%  2.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00t
YEARS  (WNED  ---------------  10  10  10  0  0  0  0  0
SALVAGE  VALUE  ---------------  4680.0  2210.0  913.5  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  CAPITAL  RECOVER  COST  - 3396.3  1707.5  662.9  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
AVERAGE  INVESMENT  ----------  15340.0  7605.0  2994.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  TAXES  ----------------  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  INSURANCE  0ST  --------  122.7  60.8  24.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
ANNUAL  HOUSING  COST  ----------  306.8  152.1  59.9  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
TAXES,INS,HOUSING  PER  YEAR  ---  429.5  212.9  83.8  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
TOTAL  ANNUAL  WNERSHIP  COST  --  3825.8  1920.4  746.8  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
TOTAL  OWNERSHIP  COST  PER  HOUR  30.606  9.602  4.978  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
ACCUMULATED HURS ----------  1250  2000  1500  0  0  0  0  0
ACCUMUATED  REPAIR  00ST ------  2600.0  1300.0  507.5  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
REPAIR  ST  PER. HUR  ---------  2.080  0.650  0.338  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL USE  PER HR  -----------  7.524  5.060  2.400  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL COST  PER  HOUR ----------  7.148  4.807  2.520  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
UJBRICATICN  COST  PER  HOUR ----  1.072  0.721  0.378  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL,LUBR,REPAIR  COST  PER HOUR  10.300  6.178  3.236  0.000  0000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
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MACHINE  SET  TITLE  ----------- DOCIMEN  IN  EXAMPLE  3.1 CURRENT  WOKSHEET  FnIE NWME - EBMCHM.WS  PAGE  3.1 03-Jul-86
V.  MACHINE  COST  PARAMETERS:
MACHINE  NULBER  ------------.-  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 REMAINING  VAUJE  EHIAlCN  a - 68  68  68  60  60  60  60  60 [a(b"YR)]  b  0.920  0.920  0.920  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885 UOrAL  USEFUL  LIFE,  YEARS  -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10 SALVAGE  VAUJE  AS  PCT  OF LIST  - 29.54%  29.54%  29.54%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68 CAPITAL  REOCCVEY FACTR  ------  0.1435  0.1435  0.143  0.1435  0435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435
REPAIR  COST  EAMICN  d --  0.120  0.120  0.120  0.301  0.301  0.301  0.301  0.159 [.01(d((10o  R/e)^f))]  e  --  12000  12000  12000  2500  2500  2500  2500  1200 f  --  1.5  1.5  1.5  1.3  1.3  1.3  1.3  1.4 REPAIR  COSTS ..................
TOTAL  AXCLM USE,  HURS --  3000  3000  2000  500  1000  500  500  500 ACCUM COST, PCT OF  LIST - 15.00%  15.00%  8.16%  14.79%  36.41%  14.79%  14.79%  29.45% TOTAL  ALXIM REPAIR COST - 3049.8  4175.6  3846.3  1580.5  1638.9  1848.5  569.5  6297.8 PRICR  ACUM  USE, HS --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 PRICR COST, PCT OF  LIST - 0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00% PRICR AIflM REPAIR COST - 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
FUJEL USE PER  HOUR [g(HP)] g  --  0.060  0.044  0.044  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 UNIT  FUEL PRICE (p)  ----  - 1.050  0.950  0.950  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
:ihla.  h MACHINE  SET TITLE ----------- DCENAIIN  EXAMPLE  PAGE 3.2 CURRENT  WRKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EBMCH1.WKS  03-Jul-86 03-Jul-86
V.  MACHINE  COST  PARAMETERS:
MACHINE  NIBER  ---------------  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 REMAINDN  VAUJE  EIUATION  a  - 60  60  60  60  60  64  64  64 [a(bR)]  b--  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885 TOTAL USEFUL LIFE,  YEARS  -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10 SALVAGE VALUE AS PCr OF LIST  - 17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  18.86%  18.86%  18.86% CAPITAL RECV  FACR  ------  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435
REPAIR COST EATION  d --  0.159  0.301  0.301  0.159  0.301  0.096  0.159  0.159 [.01(d((100lC  R/e)^f))]  e  --  1200  2500  2500  1200  2000  2000  2000  2000 f  --  1.4  1.3  1.3  1.4  1.3  1.4  1.4  1.4 REPAIR COSTS  ..................  I
TOTAL AfCMH  USE,  HOURS --  500  500  500  500  250  1250  500  750 ACCXM COST, PCT OF LIST - 29.45%  14.79%  14.79%  29.45%  8.03%  31.37%  14.40%  25.41% TTAZ  L  H REPAIR COST - 2443.3  701.2  441.6  958.6  154.2  23901.4  1060.6  3205.7 PRICR  AMXM  USE, H  S --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 PRICR COST, PCT OF LIST - 0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00% PRIOIR ACCLM  REPAIR COST - 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
FUEL USE PER  HCLR [g(HP)]  g  --  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.044  0.000  0.000 UNIT FUEL PRICE (p)  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.950  0.000  0.000
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MACHINE  SET  TITLE ----------  DOCMEATIN  EXAMPLE  PAGE  3.3
CURRENT  WRKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EMa{Hl.<KS  03-Jul-86
V.  MACHINE  CXST  PARAMETERS:
MACHINE  NMBER --------------  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24
REMAINING  VALUE  EQAICN  a  --  60  60  60  60  60  60  60  60
[a(b'^R)]  b--  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885  0.885
IOAL USEFUL LIFE,  YEARS  -----  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10
SALVAGE  VAIUE  AS  PCT  OF  IST  - 17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%  17.68%
CAPITAL  RECOLERY  FACICR  ------  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435
REPAIR  COST  EBATION  d  --  0.000  0.159  0.127  0.127  0.096  0.096  0.000  0.301
[.01(d((1OCt/e)^f))]  e--  1  2500  2000  2000  2500  2500  1  2500
f  --  1.0  1.4  1.4  1.4  1.4  1.4  1.0  1.3
REPAIR COSTS..................
TOTAL ACCM USE,  HIURS  --  500  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1250  500
ACaIM  COST,  PCT  OF LIST  - 0.00%  27.82%  30.36%  30.36%  16.79%  16.79%  0.00%  14.79%
TOTAL  ACCLM REPAIR  COST  - 0.0  1880.3  4480.2  8189.2  476.1  665.0  0.0  644.8
PRICR ACM USE,  HJRS  --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRICR  ST,  PCT  OF LIST  - 0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
PRIOR  ACDLM REPAIR  COST  - 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
FUEL USE  PER HIR [g(HP)]  g  --  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.072  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
UNIT  FUEL  PRICE  (p)  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.650  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
On  Pt  8  6  g-i  di  uaj  ak  a  l  u  a
MACHINE  SET  TITLE ----------  CENAIN  EXAMPLE  PAGE  3.4
CURRENT  XWRKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EBMaI.WKS  03-Jul-86
V.  MACHINE  COST  PARAMETERS:
MACHINE  NMBER  ---------------  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32
REMAING  VALUE  EMATION  a  --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
[a(b"^R)]  b  - 1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000
TOTAL  USEFUL  IFE,  YEARS  -----  10  10  10  0  0  0  0  0
SALVAGE  VALUE  AS  PCT  OF  LIST  - 18.00%  17.00%  18.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
CAPITAL  RECOERY  FACIR  ------  0.1435  0.1435  0.1435  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
REPAIR  COST  EIATICN  d  --  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
[.01(d((10R/e)^f))]  e--  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1
f  --  1.0  1,0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0
REPAIR COSTS..................
TOTAL  ACC(M USE,  ORS  --  1250  2000  1500  0  0  0  0  0
ACOM  COST,  PCT OF  LIST  - 10.00%  10.00%  10.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
TOTAL  ACCLM  REPAIR  COST  - 2600.0  1300.0  507.5  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
PRICR  ACIUM  USE,  S  --  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
PRICR  COST,  PCT OF  LIST  - 0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%  0.00%
PRICR  ACCM REPAIR  COST  - 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0
FUEL USE  PER  HUIR  [g(HP)]  g  --  0.044  0.044  0.060  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
UNIT  FUEL  PRICE  (p)  ----------  0.950  0.950  1.050  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
n  ---  aL  -- ap  - a  - - as  -_at  a,Appendix  B:  EBCP1  Output  - AS  -
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ENTERPRISE  TITLE ----------  CRN,  CHISEL  TILL  PAGE  1
CURRENT  W  E  FILE  NAME  - EBCRP1.NKS  30-Jul-86
ITEM{  PRICE/COST  VAUJE
NIMBER  DESCRIPTION .............................  UNTT  PER UNIT  QCANIY  CR COIS
RECEIPTS ...................................................................................................
1  CRN  -----------------------------------  BU  2.250  140.000  315.00
2  ---------------------------------------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
3  --------------------------------------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
TOTAL  RECEIPTS  ----------------------------------------------  315.00
OPERATI  G COSTS ...............................................................................................
21  CORN  SEED  ------------------------------  BU  65.000  0.300  19.50
22 NITGXN  -----------.--------------------  B  0.260  10.000  2.60
23  ANH  US  ACIA  ----------------------  LB  0.160  150.000  24.00
24  PHOSPE  ------------------------------  LB  0.220  40.000  8.80
25  POASH  ---------------------------------  B  0.100  70.000  7.00
26  HERBICIDE  AND  INSECTICIDE  --------  ---  AC  22.650  1.000  22.65
27  CROP  INSURANCE  -------------------------  DOL  0.025  238.000  5.95
28  ---------------  --------  -----  - - 0.000  0.000  0.00
29  ---------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
30  --------------------------------------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
31  ----------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
32  ---------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
33  ----------------------------------------  0.00  000  0.00
34  ----------------------------------------  0.000  0.000  0.00
35  ----------------------------------------  0.000  0.000  0.00
36  ----------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
FUEL,  LU  ICATICN,  AND  REPAIRS  ----------------  AC  27.759  1.000  27.76
LABCR,  FIELD  OPERATIONS  ----  ------------------  HR  6.000  1.799  10.80
INTEREST  CN  OPERATING  EX  SES  -------------  - DOL  0.120  92.616  11.11
TOTAL  OPERATIING  COST  -----------------------------------------------------------  140.17
INCOME  ABOVE  OPERATNG  COST  -------------------------------------  ------------------  174.83
OWNERSHIP  STS ..............................................................................................
CASH  RENT  ------------------------------  AC  75.000  1.000  75.00
- ..-.----.-----------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
-.-....--.-.  -----  .-------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
MACEINMEY,  FIELD  OPERATICNS ----------------------  AC  98.472  1.000  98.47
TOTAL  COWERSHIP  COSTS  ----------------------------------------------------------  173.47
TOTAL  COSTS  SX  -------------------------------------------------------------------  313.64
NET  R  ETUNS  ABOVE  COSTS  SHIN  -------------------------------------------------------  1.36
SOUCI  CGERAL  MINNESOA
CONTINJUOS  CORN
CHISEL  PLIW TIiAGE  SYSTEM
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.crpl
ENTERPRISE  TITLE  ----------  OCRN,  CIISEL  TILL  PAE  2
CURRENT  IWlRKSHEET FILE NAME  - EBCRP1.WKS  30-Jul-86 30-Jul-86
MCNI  CA  F  CASH  FK  IO,  ED  BAANCE,  IABCR  USE:  LAST  MFCIH  (CODE)  - 14
FUEL,  OPER
MCNl  ILUBR,  INrMT  TOIAL  COM  ED  LABCR  IABCR CODE  MNM  REPAIRS  COST  EXPSES  RECEIPT  BAIANCE  MNm  HORS  COST
-1  JAN  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  JAN  0.000  0.000 -2  FEB  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  FEB  0.000  0.000 -3  MAR  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  MAR  0.000  0.000 -4  APR  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  APR  0.000  0.000 -5  MAY  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  MAY  0.000  0.000 -6  JUN  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  JUN  0.000  0.000 -7  JUL  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  JUL  0.000  0.000 -8  ALG  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  AUG  0.000  0.000 -9  SEP  0.000  0.000  0.000  - 0.000  SEP  0.000  0.000 -10  cr  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  0.000  CT  0.000  0.000 -11  NOV  1.425  0.000  1.425  --  -1.425  NCV  0.160  0.963 -12  DEC  0.000  0.000  0.000  --  -1.440  DEC  0.000  0.000
1  JAN  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -1.454  JAN  0.000  0.000 2  FEB  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -1.469  FEB  0.000  0.000 3  MAR  0.000  60.550  60.550  0.000  -62.033  MAR  0.000  0.000 4  APR  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -62.654  APR  0.000  0.000 5  MAY  4.728  0.000  4.728  0.000  -68.008  MAY  0.431  2.588 6  JUN  1.869  29.950  31.819  0.000  -100.508  JUN  0.285  1.708
7  JUL  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -101.513  JUL  0.000  0.000 8  ALU  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -102.528  ALU  0.000  0.000 9  SEP  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -103.553  SEP  0.000  0.000 10  OCT  19.736  0.000  19.736  0.000  -124.325  OCT  0.923  5.538 11  NUV  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -125.568  NOV  0.000  0.000
12  DEC  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  -126.824  DEC  0.000  0.000
13  JAN  --  - --  0.000  -128.092  JAN  --  --
14  FEB  --  --  315.000  185.627  FEB 
15  MAR  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  MAR 
16  APR  - --  --  0.000  185.627  APR  -
17  MAY  - - --  0.000  185.627  MAY 
18  J  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  JUN 
19  JUL  --  - --  0.000  185.627  JUL 
20  AG  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  AUG
21  SEP  - --  --  0.000  185.627  SEP 
22  OCT  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  OCT  - --
23  NOV  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  NV- 
24  DEC  --  --  --  0.000  185.627  DEC 
TIAIAS ---  27.759  90.500  118.259  315.000  TOTALS  ---  1.799  10.796
TOTAL  RECEIPTS  -------------------------  315.000
MINUS  FUEL,UJBR,REPAIR  COST  - --------  -27.759
MINUS  OPERAING  INT  COST  -----------  -90.500
MINUS  ENDING  CCMPCMNDED  BALANCE  --------  -185.627
EQUAL  INTEREST  EXPENSE  -----------------  11.114
..  '  r  --.  ..  - .--  I_Apperdix  B:  EBCRP1  Output  - A10 -
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ENRERPRISE  TITLE  ----------  CON,  CHISEL  TILL  PAGE  3
CURRlEN  WXOKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EBCRP1.WKS  30-Jul-86
I.  RECEIPT  AND  OPERATII  INPUT  DIPA:  PQECTA  II.  MACHINE  LABEL  AND  COST [DATA:  MIDATA
ITEM  #  M1NIH  PRICE  QUANTIY  VAUJE  EBMCH  FILE  NAME  ------------  EBMCH1
in  m  p  q  v  DATE  CMBINED  --------------  30-Jul-86
1  14  2.25  140  315
2  0  0  0  0  OPRATING  OWSHIP
3  0  0  0  0  MACHINE  MACHINE  MACHINE  COST  COST
21  3  65  0.3  19.5  NLMER  LABEL 1  LABEL2  PER HOR  PER  HXUR
22  3  0.26  10  2.6  ------------------  -------------------------
23  6  0.16  150  24  mn  11  12  fir  oc
24  3  0.22  40  8.8  0  --  --  0.000  0.000
25  3  0.1  70  7  1  60  HP  TRACITR  5.364  9.521
26  3  22.65  1  22.65  2  75  HP  IRACTCR  4.997  13.035
27  6  0.025  238  5.95  3  120  HP  TRACT  R  7.692  33.088
28  0  0  0  0  4  MB  PIDW  6-16  3.161  31.493
29  0  0  0  0  5  CHISEL  PLOW  15'  1.639  6.631
30  0  0  0  0  6  DISK  21'  3.697  36.832
31  0  0  0  0  7  FIETD  aCLT  18'  1.139  11.347
32  00  0  0  8  PLANTER  8-30  12.596  63.009
33  0  0  0  0  9  RAIN  DRILL  14'  4.887  24.445
34  0  0  0  0  10  CULT  8-30  1.402  13.973
35  0  0  0  0  11  ROTARY  HOE  16'  0.883  8.798
36  0  0  0  0  12  MT  SPRAYER  30'  1.917  9.591
0  O  0  0  0  13  ROTARY  MJER  0.617  11.321
0  0  0  0  0  14  OXMBINE  MED  25.611  89.389
0  O  0  0  0  15  SMLRAIN  HEAD  '  2.121  21.595
0  0  0  0  0  16  OCRN  HEAD  4-30  4.274  24.666
0  0  0  0  0  17  HAY  WAGN  0.000  6.314
0  0  0  0  0  18  FCRAGE  WAGN  14'  1.880  9.959
0  0  0  0  0  19  GRIDR  MI  4.480  21.738
0  0  0  0  0  20  DRYR  &  AUERS  17.533  39.734
0  0  0  0  0  21  LOADER  --  0.476  4.177
0  0  0  0  0  22  MANURE  SPREADER  0.665  5.834
0  O  0  0  0  23  cRAVrTY  WAGN  0.000  2.017
0  O  0  0  0  24  SP  TOOT  DRAG  1.290  12.847
0  0  0  0  0  25  TRUC  MED  10.300  30.606
0  0  0  0  0  26  IRUCK  3/4 TN  6.178  9.602
0  0  0  0  0  27  AUIO  50% BUSN  3.236  4.978
0  0  0  0  0  28  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  O  0  29  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  30  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  31  - - 0.000  0.000
0  O  0  0  0  32  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  33  - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  34  - - 0.000  0.000
0  O  0  0  0  35  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  36  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  37  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  38  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  39  - - 0.000  0.000
0  0  0  0  0  40  - - 0.000  0.000
z~-  a  haf  aj  -.Appendix  B:  EBCRP1  Output  - All  -
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ENTERPRISE TITLE ----------  CRN,  CHISEL TIIL  PAGE  4.1
CURRENT  WRKSHEEZ  FILE NAME  - EBCRP1.WKS  30-Jul-86
III.  FIELD  OPERATICN  DTA  AND  COSTS:
OPERATICN NUMBER ---  ------  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
OPERATION DESCRIFTICN  -------  CHISEL  DISK  SPRAY  FIELD  PLANT  APPLY  aCTI-  HARVEST
---  PLOW  --  CHEMICALS  CULT  - ANHY  VATE  CORN
--  AMNIA
MAINE NB  ...............
MACHINE  A  ----------  3  3  2  3  2  3  2  14
MACHINE  B ----------  5  6  12  7  8  0  10  16
MAHIN  C  ----------  0  0  0  0  0 
MACHINE  DESCRIFIC  ...........
MAHINE  A ----------  120 HP  120 HP  75  HP  120  HP  75 HP  120  HP  75  HP  COMBINE
---  TRACITR  TRACLR  TRACTCR  TRACTCR  TRACIOR  RACTCR  TRACTCR  MED
MAHINEB  ----------  CHISEL  DISK MT SPRAYER  FIELD  PIANER  CUJLT  CCRN HEAD
---  PLO  15'  21'  30'  crLT  18'  8-30  8-30  4-30
MACHINE  C ----------
MNIH OF OPERATION  ----------  -11  5  5  5  5  6  6  10
FIELD  RATE DTA  ..............
WIDIM, FEET -------  15.00  21.00  30.00  18.00  20.00  18.00  20.00  10.00
SPEED,  MEH ---------  4.50  5.50  6.50  5.50  4.50  4.50  4.00  3.00
EFFICIENCY ---------  0.80  0.80  0.60  0.80  0.70  0.75  0.80  0.75
ACRES  PER HOUR ---------.  ---  6.55  11.20  14.18  9.60  7.64  7.36  7.76  2.73
HOURS  PER  ACRE  --------------  0.153  0.089  0.071  0.104  0.131  0.136  0.129  0.367
HOURS  PER  FIELD HR..........
MACMINE  A -------  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
MACHINE  B ----------  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
MACHINE  C  ----------  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
LABOR  HORS PER  FIELD  HOUR ---  1.05  1.05  1.10  1.05  1.15  1.10  1.05  1.15
TIMES  OVER  -------------------  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
FUEL,  IBR,REPAIR  COST  PER HOUR
MAaHINE  A  ----------  7.692  7.692  4.997  7.692  4.997  7.692  4.997  25.611
MACHINE  B  ----------  1.639  3.697  1.917  1.139  12.596  0.000  1.402  4.274
MACHINE  C  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
OWNERSHIP  COST  PER  HOUR.......
MACHINE  A  ----------  33.088  33.088  13.035  33.088  13.035  33.088  13.035  89.389
MACHINE  B  ----------  6.631  36.832  9.591  11.347  63.009  0.000  13.973  24.666
MACHINE  C ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL, IDBR,REPAIR  OOST  PER  ACRE  1.425  1.017  0.488  0.920  2.304  1.045  0.825  10.958
CWNERSHIP  COST  PER ACRE  ------  6.068  6.243  1.595  4.629  9.958  4.493  3.481  41.820
LABOR  HOIRS  PER ACRE  ---------  0.160  0.094  0.078  0.109  0.151  0.149  0.135  0.422
LABOR  COST  PER  ACRE  ----------  0.963  0.563  0.465  0.656  0.904  0.896  0.812  2.530
Cb  d1  r  i  ;-  1Appendix  B:  EBCRP1  Output  - A12  -
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ENTERPRISE  TITLE  ---------- CRN,  CHISEL  TILL  PAGE  4.2
CURRENT  ,WCKSHEEi  FILE  NAME  - EBCRP1.WKS  30-Jul-86
III.  FIELD  OPERATICN  DATA AND  OSIS:
OPERATICN  NUMBER  ------------  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16
OPERATION DESCRIFIICN ------  HAUL  DRY  --  - - --  --
C-  CRN  GRAIN 
MACHINE  NME  ...............
MACHINE  A  ----------  1  0  0  0  0  0  0
MACHINE  B  ---  -----  23  20  0  0  0  0  0  0
MACHINE  C ----------  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
MACHINE  DESCRIPTICN...........
MACHINE A --------  60 HP  75  HP
---  TRACITR  TRA COR~
MACHINE  B --------  C  GRAVIY  G,  YER
---  WAON  & AUGERS
MACHINE  C ----------
CNf  OF OPERATICN  -----------  10  10  0  0  0  0  0  0
FIELD  RATE  IA ...............
WIDTH,  FEET  --------  10.00  8.25  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
SPEED,  MH  ---------  3.00  1.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
EFFICIENCY  ---------  0.75  2.15  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
ACRES  PER HUR  -------------  2.73  2.15  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
HOURS  PER  ACRE  -------------  0.367  0.465  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
HOURS PER  FIELD  HO  ..........
MACHINE  A  ----------  1.00  0.65  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
MACHINE  B  ----------  1.00  0.65  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
MACHINE  C  ----------  1.00  1.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
LABOR  HOURS PER  FIELD  HOU  ---  1.05  0.25  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
TIMES  OVER  --------------  1.00  1.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
FUEL,LLBR,REPAIR  COST  PER  HOUR
MACHINE  A  ----------  5.364  4.997  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
MACHINE  B  ----------  0.000  17.533  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
MACNE  C ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
OWNERSHIP  COST  PER  HOUR.......
MACHINE  A  ----------  9.521  13.035  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
MACHINE  B  ----------  2.017  39.734  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
MACHINE  C  ----------  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
FUEL,LUBR,REPAIR COST  PER  ACRE  1.967  6.811  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
CJNESHIP  COST  PER  ACRE  ------  4.230  15.954  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
LABCR  HOURS  PER  ACRE  ---------  0.385  0.116  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
LABCR  COST  PER ACRE  ----------  2.310  0.698  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
t~b-----  o  -----  d  -----  m  -- ,,n  - o  - q  t  t Appendix  C:  EBGEN1  Output  - A13 -
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ENITERRISE TITLE -----------  200  HD 500  LB STEERS;  OCRN SILAGE,  GRAIN AND  HAY  RATION  PAGE  1
CURRENT  WUlRKSEE  FILE  AME  - EBGEN1.WS  30-Jul-86
ITEM  PRICE/OOST  VAUJE
NLMBER  DESCRIPION .............................  UNIT  PER UNIT  QjANmr Y  OR  COST
RECEIPTS......................................................................................................
1  SLAUGHMER  STES,  11.0  CW  ------------  HD  706.750  196.000  138523.00
2  ----------------------------------------  0.000  0.000  0.00
3  ----------------------------------------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
4  ----------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
5  ---------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
6  ------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
7  ---------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
8  ----------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
9  ----------------------------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
10 ------------------  -------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
ITOAL  RECEIPTS  - -----------------------------------------  138523.00
OPERAT  C STS..............................................................................................
21  STEER  CALVES,  5.0  CWT  @ $65.00  ---------  HD  325.000  200.000  65000.00
22  PURCHASING COMMISSICN -----------------  HD  1.650  200.000  330.00
23  TRKING IN ----------------------------  CWT  0.250  1000.000  250.00
24  VETERINARY  EXPENSE  AND  MEDICATICN  -----  HD  7.500  200.000  1500.00
25  INSRANCE  -------------- H---------------  HD  0.000  0.000  0.00
26  CORN -----------------------------------  BU  2.050  15154.000  31065.70
27  CORN  SILAGE  ---------------------------  T  15.750  274.000  4315.50
28  HAY  ------------------------------------  T  30.000  205.000  6150.00
29  PRITEIN  --------------------------------  CWT  9.500  336.000  3192.00
30  MINERAS  -------------------------------  CWT  10.000  48.000  480.00
31  STRAW ----------------------------------  T  12.500  50.000  625.00
32  RKING  UT ---------------------------  CWT  0.330  2156.000  711.48
33  BUIDING  REPAIRS  ------------------------  675.000  1.000  675.00
34 MISCELANEOUS  AND  SUPPLIES  -----------  --  195.000  1.000  195.00
35  MISC  UTILTIES  --------------------------  130.000  1.000  130.00
36  ----------------------------------------  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
OPERATIONS  --------------------------------------  - 1733.926  1.000  1733.93
LABOR, OPERATIONS  --------------------------------  HR  6.000  428.500  2571.00
INTEREST  ON  OPERATING  EXPENES  ------------------  DL  0.120  68262.064  8191.45
TOTAL OPERANG CT  -----------------------------------------  -------------------  - 127116.05
INOCME  ABOVE  OPERATING  CST -------------------------------------------------------  11406.95
OWNERSHIP  COSTS ..........................................................  ..  ...  ..................
BARN,  SILD,  EPUEMENT  ----------------  YR  4540.000  1.000  4540.00
....---------------------..  --  0.000  0.000  0.00
.........------------------  - 0.000  0.000  0.00
OPERATINS  --------------------------------------  - 5129.751  1.000  5129.75
TOITAL  OWNERSHIP  COSTS  ------------  ------------------------  9669.75
TOTAL  COSTS  SHOWN  -----------------------------------------------------------  136785.81
NET  RETRNS  ABOVE  C  S  SN  -----------------------------------------  - --------------  1737.19
PURCHASED  NVEMBER  1,  SOLD  SEPTEMBER  30  (334  DIYS)  AT  1100  LB.Appendix  C:  EBGEN1  Output  - A14 -
obgenl-
ENMRERISE  TITLE  ---------  200  HD  500  LB  STERS;  CORN  SILAGE,  GRAIN AND  HAY  RATICN  PAE  2
CURRENT  WKIEET  FILE  NAME - EBGEN1.KS  30-ul-86
MDNHLY  CASH FICW, OCMPNDED  BALANCE,  IABCR  USE:  LAST MNI  ---------  1
OPER
mICNhI  INPUJ  TOTAL  COMWONDE  LABCR  LABCR CODE  MONIH  OPERATINS  OST  EXPENSES  RECEIPTS  BALANCE  MYN  HOUIRS  COST
-1  JAN  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  JAN  0.000  0.000 -2  FEB  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  FEB  0.000  0.000 -3  MAR  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  MAR  0.000  0.000 -4  AER  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  APR  0.000  0.000 -5  MAY  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  MAY  0.000  0.000 -6  JUN  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  JUN  0.000  0.000 -7  JUL  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  JUL  0.000  0.000 -8  ALG  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  AlG  0.000  0.000 -9  SEP  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  SEP  0.000  0.000 -10  OCT  0.00  0.00  0.00  --  0.00  OCT  0.000  0.000 -11  NOV  68.60  75402.00  75470.60  - -75470.60  NOV  56.100  336.600
-12  DEC  74.92  1500.00  1574.92  --  -77800.23  DEC  20.300  121.800
1  JAN  90.01  625.00  715.01  0.00  -79293.24  JAN  20.000  120.000
2  FEB  105.09  0.00  105.09  0.00  -80191.26  FEB  21.700  130.200 3  MAR  132.33  0.00  132.33  0.00  -81125.50  MAR  22.800  136.800
4  APR  303.35  805.00  1108.35  0.00  -83045.11  APR  53.500  321.000 5  MAY  165.83  0.00  165.83  0.00  -84041.39  MAY  28.600  171.600
6  JUN  160.62  0.00  160.62  0.00  -85042.42  JUN  30.400  182.400
7  JUL  163.94  0.00  163.94  0.00  -86056.79  JUL  30.600  183.600
8  AUG  160.87  0.00  160.87  0.00  -87078.23  AUG  34.900  209.400
9  SEP  299.60  711.48  1011.08  138523.00  49562.91  SEP  108.100  648.600
10  OCT  8.76  0.00  8.76  0.00  49554.15  OCT  1.500  9.000
11  NW  0.00  195.00  195.00  0.00  49359.15  NOV  0.000  0.000 12  DEC  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  49359.15  DEC  0.000  0.000
13  JAN  --  --  --  0.00  49359.15  JAN  --  --
14  FEB  --  --  - 0.00  49359.15  FEB--  --
15  MAR  --  --  - 0.00  49359.15  MAR 
16  APR  --  - --  0.00  49359.15  APR 
17  MAY  - --  --  0.00  49359.15  MAY 
18  JUN  --  --  --  0.00  49359.15  JUN 
19  JUL  - --  --  0.00  49359.15  JUL 
20  A  --  --  --  0.00  49359.15  ALU  - -
21  SEP  --  --  - 0.00  49359.15  SEP 
22  OCT  - --  -.  0.00  49359.15  OCT 
23  NV  --  --  - 0.00  49359.15  NOV  --
24  DEC  - --  --  0.00  49359.15  DEC  --  --
IOTALS  --- 1733.93  79238.48  80972.41  138523.00  TTALS  --- 428.500  2571.000
TOTAL  RECEIPTS  ------------------------- 138523.00
MINUS  FUEL,LUBR,REPAIR  COST ----------  -1733.93
MINUS  OPERAING  INT  COST ------------ 79238.48
MINUS  ENDING  COOUNDED  BALANCE  --------- 49359.15
EAL  INTEREST  EXPENSE -----------------  8191.45
---  - ---  -4--  - -- *  -Appendix  C:  EBGEN  Output  - A15 -
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ENiERPRISE  TITLE  ----------  200 HD 500 LB STES; CORN  SILAGE, GRAIN AND HAY RATICN  PAGE 3.1
CURRT WR KSHEET FILE NAME  - EBGEN1.WS  30-Jul-86
I.  RECEIPT AND OPEATIN  INEUT DAA:  EQIAAl  II.  MACINE  LABEL AND COST  DTA:  MIATA
ITEM #  W  I  PRICE  QANw  Y  VAUJE  C  FIE  NAME -------------  EEMCM
in  m  p  q  v  TE CBIED  ---------------  30-Jul-86 1  9  706.75  196  138523
2  0  0  0  0  OPERATIN  O  RSHIP
3  0  0  0  0  MAHINE  MAE  MA  INE  CST  COST 4  00  0  0  0  MBER  LABEL1  LABEL2  PER HUR  PER  HOUR
5  0  0  0  -----
6  0  0  0  0  mn  11  12  flr  oc 7  0  0  0  0  0  - --  0.000  0.000 8  0  0  0  0  1  60 HP  TRACCR  5.364  9.521 9  0  0  0  0  2  75 HP  TRACTCR  4.997  13.035 10  0  0  0  0  3  120 HP  RACII  R  7.692  33.088 21  -11  325  200  65000  4  MB PLIW  6-16  3.161  31.493 22  -11  1.65  200  330  5  CHISEL  PLW  15'  1.639  6.631 23  -11  0.25  1000  250  6  DISK  21'  3.697  36.832 24  -12  7.5  200  1500  7  FIELD  CUL  18'  1.139  11.347 25  0  0  0  0  8  PLANTER  8-30  12.596  63.009 26  0  2.05  15154  31065.7  9  GRAIN DRIL  14'  4.887  24.445 27  0  15.75  274  4315.5  10  CULT  8-30  1.402  13.973 28  -u  30  205  6150  11  RlTARY  HOE 16'  0.883  8.798 29  -11  9.5  336  3192  12 MT SPRAYER  30'  1.917  9.591 30  -11  10  48  480  13  ROTARY  MWJER  0.617  11.321 31  1  12.5  50  625  14  CCMBINE  MED  25.611  89.389 32  9  0.33  2156  711.48  15 SML GRAIN  HEAD  '  2.121  21.595 33  4  675  1  675  16  CORN HEAD  4-30  4.274  24.666 34  11  195  1  195  17  HAY  WAGN  0.000  6.314 35  4  130  1  130  18  FORAGE WAGON 14'  1.880  9.959 36  0  0  0  0  19  GRINDER  MIXER  4.480  21.738 0  0  0  0  0  20  R DRYER  &  AUGES  17.533  39.734 0  0  0  O  0  21  LDER  --  0.476  4.177 0  0  0  0  0  22  MANIRE  SPREADER  0.665  5.834 0  0  0  0  0  23  GRAVITY  WAGON  0.000  2.017 0  0  0  0  0  24  SP TOH  DRAG  1.290  12.847 0  0  0  O  0  25  TRUCX  MED  10.300  30.606 0  O  0  0  0  26  TRUCK  3/4 TON  6.178  9.602 0  0  0  0  0  27  AUTO  50% BSN  3.236  4.978 0  0  0  0  0  28  - - 0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  29  - - 0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  30  - 0.000  0.000 0  O  0  0  0  31  - - 0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  32  - - 0.000  0.000 0  O  0  0  0  33  - - 0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  34  0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  35  0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  036  -0.000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  37  .000
0  0  0  0  0  38  .000  0.000 0  0  0  0  0  39  - 0.000  0.000 0  O  0  0  00  - 0.000  0.000
-af  _ag  -I
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ENERPRISE  TITLE  ------------  200  HD  500  LB  STEERS;  CORN  SILAGE,  (RAIN  AND  HAY  RATICN  PAGE  4.1
CURRENT  WTRKSHEET  FILE  NAME  - EBGEN1.WKS  30-Jul-86
V.  OPERATIONS  DAA  AND  COSTS:
OPERATION  NMMBER  ------------  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
OPERATION  DESCRIPTICN  -------  GRIND  SIIAGE  HAY  SUPE-  FEEDIT  LAD  HAUL  --
---  MIX  AND  FEEDING  FEEDING  VISICN  CLEANIN  MANURE  MANURE 
---  HAUL  N  --  &MISC  --  --  --
MACHINE  NUMBER  (0,40)........
MAIE A  ----------  2  0  1  0  1  1  2  0
MAHINE  B ----------  19  0  21  0  21  21  22  0
MAINE  C ----------  0  0  0  0  0  0 
TOTAL  MACHINE  cOOS  PER  HOUR..
CWNERSHIP  ----------  34.773  0.000  13.697  0.000  13.697  13.697  18.869  0.000
OPERATING ----------  9.477  0.000  5.840  0.000  5.840  5.840  5.662  0.000
USE UNITS LABEL -------------  BATCHP  OPERATIO  N  OPRAIN  R  OPERATION OPERATIN  --  -
MACHINE HOURS  PER USE--------  0.75  0  0.5  0  1.5  16  8  0
LABOR  HOURS  PER USE  ----------  1  0  0.5  1  1.5  16.8  8.4  0
OTHER COSTS  PER USE...........
OWNERSHIP  ----------  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
OPERATING  ----------  0  0.6  0  0  0  0  0  0
TOTAL  NCN-LABOR  COST  PER USE..
NERSHIP  ----------  26.080  0.000  6.849  0.000  20.546  219.160  150.954  0.000
OPERATING  ----------  7.108  0.600  2.920  0.000  8.760  93.435  45.297  0.000
USE  UNITS  BY MCN............
JAN  -1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
FEB  -2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
MAR  -3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
APR  -4  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
MAY  -5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
JUN  -6  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
JUL  -7  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
AUG  -8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
SEP  -9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
OCT  -10  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
NOV  -11  2.6  30  8  48  1  0  0  0
DEC  -12  4.3  35  8  12  0  0  0  0
JAN  1  6  40  8  10  0  0  0  0
FEB  2  7.7  45  8  10  0  0  0  0
MAR  3  10.3  45  8  7  1  0  0  0
APR  4  12.8  40  8  7  3  1  1  0
MAY  5  17.1  30  0  7  3  0  0  0
JUN  6  18.9  0  0  7  3  0  0  0
JUL  7  20.6  0  0  7  2  0  0  0
AUG  8  21.4  0  0  12  1  0  0  0
SEP  9  21.4  0  0  60  1  1  1  0
OCT  10  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0
NOV  11  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
DEC  12  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
TOTAL USE  UNITS  ------------  143.100  265.000  48.000  187.000  16.000  2.000  2.000  0.000
TOTAL  OWNERSHIP  COT ---------  3732.044  0.000  328.740  0.000  328.740  438.320  301.908  0.000
TOTAL OPERATING  COST  ---------  1017.155  159.000  140.153  0.000  140.153  186.871  90.594  0.000
TOTAL LABOR USE  R)  ---------  143.100  0.000  24.000  187.000  24.000  33.600  16.800  0.000
b  ----  c  ----  d  ----  e  --  f  - i--j1-